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Upstream Fully compliant, fast delivery flare systems for drilling operations Learn More Midstream Outstanding combustion efficiency with operational ease for gas processors Learn More Downstream Innovative combustion and environmental technologies with trusted support for refiners Learn More Petrochemicals Improve yield and reduce challenging emissions issues at petrochemical plants Learn ... 

Solutions for Industry | Honeywell UOP
Postmedia Solutions gives you the power to grow your business. We blend media expertise with smart marketing. It’s the perfect balance of creativity and science to propel brand awareness, engagement, conversion and loyalty.

Postmedia Solutions
UOP equipment maximizes process performance and reliability while minimizing time and cost during project implementation. Together with process design, catalyst, adsorbents, and technical services, UOP equipment provides the final piece in our overall technology transfer package.

Equipment | Honeywell UOP
Case Study for Control of H 2 S in Municipal Sludge Using Hydrogen Peroxide. In many municipal treatment facilities, the processing of wastewater sludge (biosolids) poses operational and safety challenges due to hydrogen sulfide (H2S) generation.

Case Study for Municipal Sludge Treatment with H2O | USP ...
Featured Case Study. The applications for air and water pollution control systems in manufacturing facilities are numerous. Anguil is known around the world for providing solutions on processes where others have failed.

Anguil Environmental Systems - Oxidation Technologies
Back in 2010 we were given a citation for an lt210 loader being over 160 microgram per cubic meter of air. We changed the original scrubber that was not damaged and put an air flow catalyst one on.

Emissions Control Solutions | Airflow Catalyst Systems
Abstract: In the selective catalytic reduction (SCR) process, NOx reacts with ammonia, which is injected into the flue gas stream before the catalyst. Different SCR catalysts such as vanadium oxide or metal substituted zeolites have different operating temperature windows and must be carefully selected for a particular SCR process.

Selective Catalytic Reduction - DieselNet
Introduction. The production of synthesis gas, primarily a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, from hydrocarbons has received a great deal of interest in recent years due to the need to produce high-content hydrogen streams for fuel cell applications and internal combustion engines , , , . Industrially, syngas is produced by steam reforming of natural gas , .

Millisecond methane steam reforming for hydrogen ... The Original Rotating Disc Valve. Tougher, stronger, more durable, and more reliable than any ball valve or gate valve out there, Everlasting valves handle whatever you throw at them with exceptional ease, from dry abrasive solids to hot-catalyst handling to fluid-catalytic cracking.

Everlasting Valve Company | The Original Rotating Disc Valve
Janus particles are special types of nanoparticles or microparticles whose surfaces have two or more distinct physical properties. This unique surface of Janus particles allows two different types of chemistry to occur on the same particle. The simplest case of a Janus particle is achieved by dividing the particle into two distinct parts, each of them either made of a different material, or ...
Janus particles - Wikipedia
Pleskov defined photo-electrochemical reactions as a particular case of photochemical reactions, in which the photochemical reaction is accompanied by the flow of an electric current through an external circuit in the system. Liao et al. observed that in a photo-electrochemical cell, the photo-catalyst is deposited as a thin film on a substrate to form a photo-anode or photo-electrode for ...

Hydrogen from photo-catalytic water splitting process: A ...
Dear Twitpic Community - thank you for all the wonderful photos you have taken over the years. We have now placed Twitpic in an archived state.

Twitpic
Thermax’s engineering solution includes Heating, Boilers, Cooling, Water & waste management, Specialty chemicals, Power generation equipment

Engineering solutions for heating, boilers, cooling, water ...
Sustainable Solutions in Energy and Environment In an integrated global market, how can business be managed competitively and sustainably? How can energy costs be optimised to maximise profits, and at the same time minimise the impact of business operations on the environment?

Sustainable Solutions in Energy and Environment
Blasch manufactures net shape ceramic products and refractory components including specialty alloy production, non-ferrous metal processing, chemical/petrochemical processing, power generation, industrial process heating and mining.

Precision Engineered Ceramics Manufacturer | Blasch
The proton is the most pervasive homogeneous catalyst because water is the most common solvent. Water forms protons by the process of self-ionization of water. In an illustrative case, acids accelerate (catalyze) the hydrolysis of esters: . \( \text{CH}_3 \text{CO}_2 \text{CH}_3 + \text{H}_2 \text{O} \Rightarrow \text{CH}_3 \text{CO}_2 \text{H} + \text{CH}_3 \text{OH}. \) In the absence of acids, aqueous solutions of most esters do not hydrolyze at practical rates.

Homogeneous catalysis - Wikipedia
EMPIRE NAVIGATION INC was established in February 2009 and certified by ABS on August 2009 to provide commercial and technical management to modern oil and chemical tanker vessels. As managers of such vessels, we are committed to maintain highest standards of quality and safety in all our operations. Empire Navigation offices are located in Elliniko, Athens, Greece.

Empire Navigation Inc.
Nooter Construction is a national construction contractor primarily serving the petroleum refining, power generation, chemical processing, alternative fuels, terminal oil & gas, and associated industrial manufacturing industries.

Nooter Construction | Industrial Contractors | Refinery ...
Currently available civil cases are listed below. Each case has a brief description and a link to detailed information about the case. You can list the cases by statute and date, or use a single keyword to search the case description.

Civil Cases and Settlements | Enforcement | US EPA
The cerium-containing alloys were able to support significant current densities and featured very low onset potentials (up to \(-310 \text{ mV vs. CO}_2 /\text{C}\)) in the presence of CO\(_2\). The control experiment ...
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